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Abstract. Separable extensions of noncommutative rings have already been studied
extensively. Recently, N. Hamaguchi and A. Nakajima introduced the notions of weakly
separable extensions and weakly quasi-separable extensions. The purpose of this paper
is to give some improvements and generalizations of Hamaguchi and Nakajima’s results.
We shall characterize weakly separable polynomials, and we shall show the difference
between the separability and the weakly separability in skew polynomial rings.

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, A/B will represent a ring extension with common identity 1.
Let M be an A-A-bimodule, and x, y arbitrary elements in A. An additive map δ is said
to be a B-derivation of A to M if δ(xy) = δ(x)y + xδ(y) and δ(α) = 0 for any α ∈ B.
Moreover, δ is called central if δ(x)y = yδ(x), and δ is called inner if δ(x) = mx − xm
for some fixed element m ∈ M . We say that a ring extension A/B is separable if the
A-A-homomorphism of A ⊗B A onto A defined by a ⊗ b 7→ ab splits. It is well known
that A/B is separable if and only if for any A-A-bimodule M , every B-derivation of A
to M is inner (cf. [1, Satz 4.2]). In [12], Y. Nakai introduced the notion of a quasi-
separable extension of commutative rings by using the module differentials, and in the
noncommutative case, it was characterized by H. Komatsu [8, Lemma 2.1] as follows :
A/B is quasi-separable if and only if for any A-A-bimodule M , every central B-derivation
of A to M is zero. Recently, N. Hamaguchi and A. Nakajima gave the following definitions
as generalizations of separable extensions and quasi-separable extensions.

Definition 1. ([2, Definition 2.1]) (1) A/B is called weakly separable if every B-derivation
of A to A is inner.

(2) A/B is called weakly quasi-separable if every central B-derivation of A to A is zero.

Obviously, a separable extension is weakly separable and a quasi-separable extension is
weakly quasi-separable. Moreover, a separable extension is quasi-separable by [8, Theorem
2.4].

Let B be a ring, ρ an automorphism of B, D a ρ-derivation, that is, D is an additive en-
domorphism of B such that D(αβ) = D(α)ρ(β)+αD(β) for any α, β ∈ B. B[X; ρ,D] will
mean the skew polynomial ring in which the multiplication is given by αX = Xρ(α)+D(α)
for any α ∈ B. We write B[X; ρ] = B[X; ρ, 0] and B[X;D] = B[X; 1, D]. By B[X; ρ,D](0)
we denote the set of all monic polynomials g in B[X; ρ,D] such that gB[X; ρ,D] =
B[X; ρ,D]g. Let f be in B[X; ρ,D](0). Then the residue ring B[X; ρ,D]/fB[X; ρ,D] is a
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free ring extension of B. We say that f is a separable (resp. weakly separable, weakly quasi-
separable) polynomial in B[X; ρ,D] if B[X; ρ,D]/fB[X; ρ,D] is separable (resp. weakly
separable, weakly quasi-separable) over B.

In section 2, we treat weakly separable polynomials over a commutative ring B. In [10,
Theorem 2.3], T. Nagahara showed that a separable polynomial f(X) in B[X] has a close
relationship with the invertibilities of its derivative f ′(X) and its discriminant δ(f(X)).
We shall characterize the weakly separability of f(X) in terms of the properties of f ′(X)
and δ(f(X)).

In section 3, we study weakly separable polynomials and weakly quasi-separable poly-
nomials in skew polynomial rings. When B is an integral domain, N. Hamaguchi and
A. Nakajima gave necessary and sufficient conditions for weakly separable polynomials
in B[X; ρ] and B[X;D] (cf. [2, Theorem 4.1.4 and Theorem 4.2.3]). We shall try to
give sharpenings of their results for a noncommutative coefficient ring B. Moreover, we
shall show the difference between the separability and the weakly separability in skew
polynomial rings B[X; ρ] and B[X;D], respectively.

2. Weakly separable polynomials over a commutative ring

In this section, we shall study weakly separable polynomials over a commutative ring.
It is well known that a (noncommutative) ring extension A/B is separable if and only if
there exists

∑
j xj ⊗ yj ∈ (A ⊗B A)A such that

∑
j xjyj = 1, where (A ⊗B A)A = {µ ∈

A⊗B A |xµ = µx for any x ∈ A} (cf. [3, Definition 2]). First we shall state the following.

Lemma 2. ([15, Lemma 2.1]) Let A/B be a commutative ring extension. If there exists∑
j xj ⊗yj ∈ (A⊗B A)A such that

∑
j xjyj is a non-zero-divisor in A, then A/B is weakly

separable.

Now, let B be a commutative ring. For a monic polynomial f(X) ∈ B[X], f ′(X) and
δ(f(X)) will mean the derivative of f(X) and the discriminant of f(X), respectively. As
was shown in [10, Theorem 2.3], a polynomial f(X) in B[X] is separable if and only if
δ(f(X)) is invertible in B, or equivalently, f ′(X) is invertible in B[X] modulo (f(X)).
In [2], N. Hamaguchi and A. Nakajima proved that f(X) = Xm − Xa − b is weakly
separable in B[X] if and only if δ(f(X)) is a non-zero-divisor in B, or equivalently, f ′(X)
is a non-zero-divisor in B[X] modulo (f(X)) (cf [2, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2]). For
a monic polynomial f(X), we have the following.

Theorem 3. ([15, Theorem 2.2]) Let B be a commutative ring, and f(X) a monic poly-
nomial in B[X]. The following are equivalent.
(1) f(X) is weakly separable in B[X].
(2) f ′(X) is a non-zero-divisor in B[X] modulo (f(X)).
(3) δ(f(X)) is a non-zero-divisor in B.

Remark 4. In Theorem 3, it is already known that (2) and (3) are equivalent by [10,
Theorem 1.3].
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3. Weakly separable polynomials in skew polynomial rings

In [2], N. Hamaguchi and A. Nakajima characterized weakly separable polynomials
and weakly quasi-separable polynomials in skew polynomial rings B[X; ρ] and B[X;D]
when B is an integral domain. In this section, we shall generalize their results for a
noncommutative coefficient ring B.

We shall use the following conventions :
Z = the center of B
VA(B) = the centralizer of B in A
Bρ = {α ∈ B | ρ(α) = α}
BD = {α ∈ B |D(α) = 0} and ZD = Z ∩BD

D(B) = {D(α) |α ∈ B}

3.1. Automorphism type. We consider a polynomial f in B[X; ρ](0) of the form

f = Xm +Xm−1am−1 + · · ·+Xa1 + a0 =
m∑
j=0

Xjaj (am = 1, m ≥ 2).

By [4, Lemma 1.3], f is in B[X; ρ](0) if and only if αaj = ajρ
m−j(α) (α ∈ B, 0 ≤ j ≤ m− 1),

ρ(aj)− aj = aj+1(ρ(am−1)− am−1) (0 ≤ j ≤ m− 2),
a0(ρ(am−1)− am−1) = 0.

We set A = B[X; ρ]/fB[X; ρ], and x = X+fB[X; ρ] ∈ A. Now we let f be in B[X; ρ](0)∩
Bρ[X]. Then there is an automorphism ρ̃ of A which is naturally induced by ρ, that is, ρ̃ is
defined by ρ̃(

∑m−1
j=0 xjcj) =

∑m−1
j=0 xjρ(cj). We write Jρk = {h ∈ A |αh = hρk(α) (α ∈ B)}

(k ≥ 1), V = VA(B), and V ρ̃ = {h ∈ V | ρ̃(h) = h}. Then we consider a V ρ̃-V ρ̃-
homomorphism τ : Jρ −→ Jρm defined by

τ(h) = xm−1

m−1∑
j=0

ρ̃j(h) + xm−2

m−2∑
j=0

ρ̃j(h)am−1 + · · ·+ x
{
ρ̃(h) + h

}
a2 + ha1

=
m−1∑
k=0

xk

k∑
j=0

ρ̃j(h)ak+1.

First we shall state the following.

Lemma 5. ([15, Lemma 3.1]) If δ is a B-derivation of A, then δ(x) ∈ Jρ and τ(δ(x)) = 0.
Conversely, if g ∈ Jρ with τ(g) = 0, then there exists a B-derivation δ of A such that
δ(x) = g.

Now we shall give the following which is a sharpening of [2, Theorem 4.1.4].

Theorem 6. ([15, Theorem 3.2]) Let f = Xm + Xm−1am−1 + · · · + Xa1 + a0 be in
B[X; ρ](0) ∩Bρ[X]. Then f is weakly separable in B[X; ρ] if and only if

{g ∈ Jρ | τ(g) = 0} = {x(ρ̃(h)− h) |h ∈ V }.
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In virtue of Theorem 6, we shall show the difference between the separability and the
weakly separability in B[X; ρ] as follows.

Theorem 7. ([15, Theorem 3.4]) Let m be the order of ρ, f = Xm +Xm−1am−1 + · · ·+
Xa1 + a0 in B[X; ρ](0) ∩ Bρ[X], C(A) a center of A, and Ix an inner derivation of A by
x (that is, Ix(h) = hx− xh for any h ∈ A).

(1) f is weakly separable in B[X; ρ] if and only if the following sequence of V ρ̃-V ρ̃-
homomorphisms is exact:

0 −→ C(A)
inj−→ V

Ix−→ Jρ
τ−→ V ρ̃.

(2) f is separable in B[X; ρ] if and only if the following sequence of V ρ̃-V ρ̃-homomorp-
hisms is exact:

0 −→ C(A)
inj−→ V

Ix−→ Jρ
τ−→ V ρ̃ −→ 0.

Remark 8. In this section, we assumed that f is in B[X; ρ](0)∩Bρ[X]. However, in general
case, a polynomial which is in B[X; ρ](0) is not always in Bρ[X]. Concerning this, we have
already known by [4, Corollary 1.5] that if B is a semiprime ring then every polynomial
in B[X; ρ](0) is in C(Bρ)[X], where C(Bρ) is the center of Bρ.

At the end of this section, we shall mention briefly on weakly quasi-separable polyno-
mials in B[X; ρ]. When B is an integral domain, N. Hamaguchi and A. Nakajima proved
that every polynomial in B[X; ρ](0) is weakly quasi-separable (cf. [2, Theorem 4.1.1]). For
an arbitrary ring B, we have the following.

Proposition 9. ([15, Proposition 3.5]) (1) If ρ ̸= 1 and {ρ(c) − c | c ∈ B} contains a
non-zero divisor, then every polynomial in B[X; ρ](0) is weakly quasi-separable.
(2) Let f = Xm − u be in B[X; ρ](0). If m and u are non-zero-divisors in B, then f is

weakly quasi-separable in B[X; ρ].

3.2. Derivation type. In this section, let B be of prime characteristic p, and we consider
a p-polynomial f in B[X;D](0) of the form

f = Xpe +Xpe−1

be + · · ·+Xpb2 +Xb1 + b0 =
e∑

j=0

Xpjbj+1 + b0 (be+1 = 1).

We set A = B[X;D]/fB[X;D], and x = X + fB[X;D] ∈ A. By [4, Corollary 1.7], f is
in B[X;D](0) if and only if

b0 ∈ BD, bj+1 ∈ ZD (0 ≤ j ≤ e− 1),
e∑

j=0

Dpj(α)bj+1 = b0α− αb0 (α ∈ B).

Since f is inBD[X], there is a derivation D̃ of A which is naturally induced byD, that is, D̃

is defined by D̃(
∑pe−1

j=0 xjcj) =
∑pe−1

j=0 xjD(cj). We write V = VA(B), D̃(V ) = {D̃(h) |h ∈
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V }, and V D̃ = {v ∈ V | D̃(v) = 0}. Then we consider a V D̃-V D̃-homomorphism τ : V −→
V D̃ defined by

τ(h) = D̃pe−1(h) + D̃pe−1−1(h)be + · · ·+ D̃p−1(h)b2 + hb1

=
e∑

j=0

D̃pj−1(h)bj+1.

First we shall state the following.

Lemma 10. ([15, Lemma 3.7]) If δ is a B-derivation of A, then δ(x) ∈ V and τ(δ(x)) = 0.
Conversely, if g ∈ V with τ(g) = 0, then there exists a B-derivation δ of A such that
δ(x) = g.

Now we shall give a sharpening of [2, Theorem 4.2.3]

Theorem 11. ([15, Theorem 3.8]) Let f = Xpe +Xpe−1
be + · · ·+Xpb2 +Xb1 + b0 be in

B[X;D](0). Then f is weakly separable in B[X;D] if and only if

{g ∈ V | τ(g) = 0} = D̃(V ).

In virtue of Theorem 11, we shall show the difference between the separability and the
weakly separability in B[X;D] as follows.

Theorem 12. ([15, Theorem 3.10]) Let f = Xpe +Xpe−1
be + · · ·+Xpb2 +Xb1 + b0 be in

B[X;D](0).

(1) f is weakly separable in B[X;D] if and only if the following sequence of V D̃-V D̃-
homomorphisms is exact:

0 −→ V D̃ inj−→ V
D̃−→ V

τ−→ V D̃.

(2) f is separable in B[X;D] if and only if the following sequence of V D̃-V D̃-homomorp-
hisms is exact:

0 −→ V D̃ inj−→ V
D̃−→ V

τ−→ V D̃ −→ 0.

Remark 13. Also when B is arbitrary ring and f is a monic polynomial in B[X;D](0),
Theorem 11 is true. However, we can not prove yet Theorem 12 in the case.

Finally, we shall mention briefly on weakly quasi-separable polynomials in B[X;D]. As
same as automorphism type, N. Hamaguchi and A. Nakajima proved that every polyno-
mial in B[X;D](0) is weakly quasi-parable when B is an integral domain (cf. [2, Theorem
4.2.1]). For an arbitrary ring B, we have the following.

Proposition 14. ([15, Proposition 3.11]) (1) If D(B) contains a non-zero-divisor, then
every polynomial in B[X;D](0) is weakly quasi-seprable.

(2) Let f = Xpe +Xpe−1
be+ · · ·+Xpb2+Xb1+ b0 be in B[X;D](0). If b1 is a non-zero-

divisor in B, then f is wakly quasi-separable.
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